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ABSTRACT

Electrical resistivity measurenents on several dilute Ru Clc

and Ru Fe aLloys have been nade betv¡een the tenperatures of 1.450 and

3000 K.

The incremental resistivity for the Ru Cr alloys is tenperature

independent at 1or^I temperature. Above 75o K, deviations from Matthiessen's

rule occur, and these are fitted on the basis of a ITwo Current Model. r For

the Ru Fe system, the incremental rcsistivity is found to be tenporature

dependent, increasing as T2 below about 1700 K, but nore slowly at higher

temperatures. This temperature dependence is attributed to the scatter-

ing of conduction electron fron the local.ized spin fluctuations: confirrnat-

ory evidence for this assigrunent comes frorn the analysis of existing

measurenents on the deplression of the superconduct ivity transition

temperature of Ru by the presence of Fe inpurities.
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Chapter one

Introduction



HistoÏical sketc!,r

AÌ"1 electric fierd produces a drift of free erectrons in ¡netal
and the resj.stance which this flol encounters ís due to the scatteîing
of electrons by obstacies in their paths, These are provÍded (a) b1,

the ther¡nal vibration of the cnystal lattice, i.9. the phonons, and

þ) by iattice inperfections such as inpurity atons, vacancies, and
disl0cations. Drude derived the diÍìensional formula for resistin-ity

f= (r.1)

in which n is the number, -e is the 
"h"rg" "nd.m 

is the nass of the

.electrons. owning to the high Ùzero pointn energy of the degenenåtcd
el€ctTon gas', the velocity V¿ of the electron is essentially independ_
ent.of tenperature, thus reducing the problem to a calcu.lation of the
nean free path J'' Lorentz pointed out that electron-er ectron colrision
.can be neglected so that t'is entirely deternined by the condition of
the lattice,

Bloch, náking use of the fact that the nutual interaction
tbetween èlectrons can be disregarded., analyzed quantun nechanicalty 
lthe

scattetìng of electTons by lattice vibration (i.e. by phonons) in a
perfect lattice. This app:coach differs f¡orn that of Sornrnerf..e ld, who

consídered el ectron-e l ectton processes against the background of a

unifo¡n ionic field. Blochrs theory deals with the effect.of the
periodic field of the lattice on a single electron. He found that the
lelation between resistance and tenperature is identical wi.th the seni_
empirical fornula proposed a little latler by G¡üneisen on the basi:s
of experirnental data for various ¡netalsl,
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_ ' €p is the Bloch-Gruneisen characteristic tenperature . 
::

Tl¡is formuia has much the sa¡ne for¡n as the Debye specific hdãt. Tfï¡

Bloch-Grüneisen fo¡nula works well as a fi¡st approximation, as is shown

in Fig. (1-1), where the data for five different netals can be represent-

ed by a single curve. For high temperatures the integral in Eq. (1.2)

approximates ao/'.,þ 
o 

which leads. to the classical result of 9.c1.

Appreciable deviations due to the quantization of lattice vibrations

only occur below -0.4 €p and at very low tenperature T (T¿(gR) the

integral has a constant value, so that f oc15. This region 
"ott"rporid,
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Temperature (oK) +

F-IG.. 1i2 Resistance 0f Three Samples of, Sodiun 0f Different Purity.
(MacDcinald and Meridelessohn)

to the T5 law fo¡ the lattice specifíc heat: At absolute zero, Blochrs

theory leads to f = o for a perfect crystal'

The alkali netals can be expected to come closest to the quasi-

f..lcee electron model used in Bl"ochrs apptoxímation and their resistivities

werethereforenadethesubjectofacarefu1studyatOxford2.

A ¡neasure¡nent of the resistivity on three sodiun sanpLes between the

region of heliun and hydrogen tenperatute was ¡nade and the results, shown

in Fig. (1-2), yielded a power index of 4.85 which is in close agreement

*ith tt" theoÌetical value of 4.89 tierived from Eq. (1.2) for region be-

tween 80 K and 20ò K. These experinents thus show that the Bloch T" law

holds for the case of silrple netals and that deviation fro¡n it ¡nust be

due to departu¡es frorn the quasi-free electron nodel. Such deviations

have in fact been observed in all the other alkali metals as well as

ln those ¡netals of other gloups. The Bloch-Grúneisen forrnula suggests

that the cha¡actèristic temperature €* should be constant, but in fact €¡r

t
oo
o)
c{ú

o

70t6L2
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like gD, in most cases is tenperature dependent3 and it has been found

convenient to treat it, too, as a variable quantity, which is useful for

the representation of resistivity data. Tenperature dependence of 0p

shows that there must be a departure frorn the simple quasi-free electlon

gas and this is confiÍned when we "*utinà the resistivities of multivalent

netals. The work at Oxford has been extended to metals of the transition

group and the investigated måterials' ¡oa, oo, Rh, Ni, Co and Fe) all

shor{r the sane type of deviation from the Bloch-Grüneisen function. At

low enough ternperature. (T < 60 K) the power index beco¡nes nuch snaller

than 5, tending towards iocT2. This behaviour may be due to electron-

eLectron interaction which has been left out of our consideratíon.

So far only the effect of the themal vibration has been

taken into account and our considerations have referled to ideal metal

crystaLs, While efforts have been made to approach such conditions

experinentally, a certain amount of impurity as welL as other crystal

faults cannot be avoided. All these contribute to the resistance of the

sanple, but none of these imperfections vary appreciably with tenperature

and the limitation which they set to the mean free paths of electlrons is

therefore tenperature independent. It has been postulated that the

scattering introduced by lattice vibration and by irnperfections should

be independent of each other, and that resistivities caused by the two

processes will be simply additive olatthiessen's RuLe). The over all

resistance of a metal sanple ís therefore determined by the relative

importance of the two scattering nechanisns. In ordered alloys, and

pure netals, inperfection scattering is so snall that except at very

low temperature, they are conpletely nasked by the scattering due to



lattice vibrations.

It can be seen from Fig. (1-2),

specimens are strictly parallel which is a

Rule.

f=fi*f' (r .3)

where ft is the I'ideaL resistivity due to scattering by lattice vibrat-

ions and 9ris the rrresidual.rr resistivity caused by the imperfections of

the lattice.

Matthiessen's Rule seens to hold and this all.ows us to evaluate

the I'idealfi resistivity of the netal from data such as Fig. (1-2), for

cornparison with Bloch-Grüneisen function. In this aspect, any deviations

fron this simple pattern nust appear disturbing,

Nordhien (1931) studied the change of resistivity wíth change

of concentration of impurity. When a very snall concentration c of elenent

A is introduced into the sol.vent elenent B, the electron may be considered

as travelling through the perfect lattice of B, but occasionally they are

scattered by the ,'¿periodic" potential around the A atons, then we should

expect the scattering probability to be proportional to the nunber of A

atoms i.e. the concentration of A atons. If c is not small' we cannot

conside¡ the al1oy as consisting of perfect regions with the characterist-

ics of B throughout which small point defeòts of A are interspersed.

There.are a fraction c of A atons and (1 - c) of B atons in the

systen and the probability of an electron being scattered by either an

A atom or a B atom will be proportional to c(l - c). Thus the residual

¡esistivity should be of the form

that the curves for three

result of the Matthiessenrs
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c) (r.4)

which is known as the t'NoTdhienrs Rulerr, and will hold quite well in

certain cases provided the two metals forn a continuous range of solid

solution and if no ordering or phase change occurs. One would also not

expect it to be valid if the electlon density or the Fermi surface

changed with conpositíon. Yet it does give an idea of the kind of

behaviour which one night expect. Equation (1.4) suggests that a given

concentration c of A in B should give the sane resistivity increase as

does the same concentration c of B in A, Mott (1934J has shown that this

holds for ¡netals which have sinilar atomic volune and electron configurat-

ions, e,g. Mg and Cd, Pd and Pt, Au and Ag.

Because of the complicated electTonic states of the transition

metals, -alloy resistivities with transition elements as irnpurities will

behave differently, The d-electrons of these tlansition metal inPurities,

since they are dêgenerate with the cond.uction band of the host, forn virtual

bound states on their own sites, thus the Possibility of scatteling of

conduction electrons by these viltual bound states at the inpurity sites

arises and this invalidate the sinple consideration of calculating the

Tesístivity which we have discussed. under this consideration, sorne alloys'

in fact, show a lesistance mininu¡n and also sonetines a naximum at low

tenperature whích make their behaviour nore conpficated.

These ninina and ,naxina4 in the resistivity have been observed

below 10o K in certain sanples of gold, rnagnesiun and other metals and

seemed to be associated with traces of inpurities. Much research has been
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FIG. l-3 Typical R_T Curves Of Alloys
(a) Non_r{agnetic.case.,o,,ortl"Tî:i::::JîiHi;i""

'(c) Large Fraction of Mag. (d) still Larger Fraction.Impurities.
''

G. J. Van_Den Berg, in rprogress in Low.Temperatùre physicsr

devoted to thís effect duríng the past ten years; at thís point we Qríefly
sunnarise the two theo¡etical rnodels cu¡¡ently used to explain these

phenonena, retutning to a fu1ler discussion later.
' J. Konáo5 concludeit that the resistívity nininum (currre b in

Sigure l-3) is a direct consequence of conduction electrons scattering
fro¡n a werl defined spin (or nagnetic moment) at the transition netal site.
This rnininum can be deduced fro¡n a sirnple nodel for the coupring between

this magnêtic rnoment and the surrounding conduction electTons 

- 
the s-d

exchange model 

- 
as discussed by Zener6, Kasuya1, yosidag and Frolich ]

and Nabarrog,

å
I

I

rll(J
z,
t-.
at)
H(t)
rIl
d.

c
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Calculationss based on the s-d exchange nodel, indicate that

the resistivity of dilute nagnetic alloys can be expressed by: -

f = aTS*cÎ"-cf1 rnr ,9't)

vrhere 9f is again the vålue of residual resistivity, a is constant' c

is the concentration of nagnetic inpurity and

P = -P 3zJtl ) m.;-
cF

(1 ,6)

where J is the exchange integral between ðelectron spin ãnd the s-electlon

spin, Ep the Fermi energY, and

f,n = srnr2 s(s + 1) (v/Ðf ze2K€F -ii.zl
/j.

For J ( 0, this expression, Equåtion (1 ,5) would give a lesistívity

ninimun at the temperature given by: -

, _,t/5 t/5tô I

rMrN = l:¿_! | c
L5a I

(1.8)

Kondors calculation, based on the s-d model, assunes that the

lifetine of the transition metal nagnetic rno¡nent is infinite. Thj.s is

only true when the Coulomb repulsion U between spin up and spin down

electrons local.ised at the inpurity site is infinite. When the restrict-
].'' . :

ion U+oc, is relaxed, the magnetic noment at an impurity site aquires

a finite lifetime, i.e. it fluctuates with tine.
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Kaiser and Doniachlo, using a two band approach, considered
the effect of s electron scatteïing fron d_level spin fluctuations
localized within the iinpurity unit cell.. 0n the assunption that the
spin independent coul.¡ib potential associated with these isoelectronic
inþurities is vanishiagly sroal1, these authors predicted the fol10wing
behaviour for the incremental resistivity, Âf (T)
t6--

FrG_ r _ 4.

Univetsal curve for spin fluctuationresistivity calculation from Equation 1.53the dotted line is the high t"*p"r"t,rrã--"
I imit .

o.

0,4 0,8 1,2

T/Ts

depending on tenperature was predicted as foilowing:_

^P(r) 
æ" c ( å)2 - for r.-< t/4 15¡ and.st

^f 
(r) .¿ " c å) fo¡ r > 3/5 rsf (r.10)

i,

where c is the inpurity concentration a¡d Tsf is terned the chaïacterìstic
Spin fluctuation temperatur" 

"o""u.ponding to the peak in the v¡ave vector
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averaged spectlal density functìon A(w) for l0calized spin fructuaticns
( {.sf). The behaviour predicted by Equation (1-10) ís reproduced. in
Figure 1-4; and accounts quaritatively for the observed. resistivity
typically in

and Tr Fe12,

transitional netal alloys like Rh Fel1

Havi¡g outlined the two basic theoretical app:roaches, we now

proceed. with a rnore detailed discussion of impurity states in atloys.
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1.2 Screening

One of the sinplest treatnents of irnpurity atoms in a host
mètal is to consider the electrostatic field around the charged impurity
as a perturbation in a solid. If we substitute an inpurity ion for a
host metal ion in the lattice, we put into the systen a net charge rvhich
equals the difference in charge between impurity and. host atons, llle
can thus tteat this inpurity as if it rvere a simple point charge in a
neutral background, and calcurations can be ¡nade based on a free-.electron
gas node1.

The pe).turbing potential can be written as:_

su=+ exp[-^rj
wÀere Z is the .ha"ge jìíf e"".nce.

this potential behaves like that of the point 
"hrr!" ,ru." f = 0, for

larger y this screened.Coulomb potential falls off ")(p""*ar"rr, "ran.distance, having a screening potential radius of 1/À This short range
potentiel is effective only close to the irnpurity site in a netallic
Potential ¡¡g¡gy

Isolated Atom

(r . 11)

Conduction Band

Periodic
Potential

al Bound State
Fermi Leve 1.

FIc. 1-5 Viitual d Levet On X In MX.
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enviornment ( À large) and is nuch longer ranged in a semi-conductor.

The inpurity has introduced an excess nuclear charge which

for electrical neutrality nust be screened. The excess charge induced

in the vicinity of the inpurity can be obt¿ined by integrating the change

At(f )(charge induced) in the density of states, and is given by5

^,o,Iof ol r 2¿r 
= +7¿a

' 
2kç

-.. 
,. 

sin T[q (€ p)

(zL + r) [r¡Urerl 
_..

sin (2kp ìL + \q ( é F) - 1Ì')]

where !¿ is the phase shift introduced in the

(charge) scattering.

For sufficiently large I , the second term ûay be neglected

and hence Equation (J..12) gives the Friedel's Sum ru1el3.

(r.12)

I th. partial wave by potential

(1. 13)2 < ,n o - 1\ Yr t. \
" = =ZQ[+L) 

TLo(éF)'tI t'l --.-.
where Z is the excess impurity charge.

On differentiating Equation (1.12) with respect to t and

keeping only the leading telm, we find the radial dependence of the

extla charge is given bY ea¡¡t¡ where

^P(f 
) = -+--1,(2t+ t) sin lt(éF) cos (2krf +rh-'oîi)

' 2T" 
": 

t 
(r.r4)

Ag(l) oscifrates in sign and tends to zero only as t/f3 ' Consequently

the screening charge in the neighbourhood of the impurity is not sinply

heaped up, but A!(f) assumes Positive and negative values'

Assurning that phase shift for a partícular { shows a resonance at



É..¡. it follows that l1'hen € p(< ét , l¿ße) will be smatt and the dis-

turbance of the Fe¡rni sea will also be snall. Ot Éf >> €¡ , the phase

shift approaches )i and so the nunber of states belorv E, increases by

nearly 2(2 !+ 1) (including spin) as a resutt of screening the impurity,

but-the dist¡ubance at large l is again smatt. Ar €f *€¡,flSßf) wilt be

- close the 1- /2 so the scattering cross section for this ,Q. th partiar wave

will be close to its naxinun value.
' The physical interpretation of the situätion discussed above is

acco¡nplishèd in terlns of virtually bound states that are spatially
- Iocalized in the viciníty of the impurity site ¿nd energetically localized

.near (¡,

f
I
I

o-
{

. l' 

-..&ÛFrG'-1-6 Screening 
" ^ "ï;":::::"^':':ï'Range oscillation rn
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1.3 Virtual bqund. states

For an isolated, single d electlon atom' the d electron is

bor¡nd for all tine to the atomic core by the coulomb force. This defines

a true bound state. when such an atom is placed in metallic environment

x'here the electron band widths are broad, the energy levels of this d

electron would in general lie vtithin the conduction band. As a result,

this d electron decays rapidly into the continuun of one electron band

states. The unbalanced excess charge then left at the impurity iite ís

in fact screened out by the charge density^f Uuift up around it (discussed

previously). No particular electron forms this screening charge cloud

E¿* l" E->

0
è0

'i\
I

I

'ô,It1ï

Conduction
Band

VirtuaL
Bound State

FIG'-I-7 Effect of A virtual Bound state on The Density 0f srares vs. Energy
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r t' .-d ,

.. per¡n¿nently, but ïather, in the tirìe average sense, a net fixed

of charge is accu¡nulated. This is the tVirtual Bound State'. The

.. corresponding impurity states are not truely locatized., but havé a fínite

energy wiclth À given by: -
ra-

^' 
= Îi Nn(E)

F, (E)

1i

Ty

FIG.,. l-8 Phase Shift For A /?

. Virtual € Bound

State Of Width

¡
I

Tlj'te)

A
-Þ'{
' t,

¡J

l*t A: 2
àl-t
èÊ 

le.=êr

€-
I
¡

É.: €¿ +T

(i. !s)!*'i th Fr fEl = P.P. l-
J E .-é

Nr¡(Ë) is the density of states in band n.

The tendency towards magnetism arises in a natural way from

the el ectTon-e Lectron exchange potential , In.a self consistant hray

withín the frame work of the HartÌee Fock theoryl4, if thi" virtual

bound level i! sufficiently close enough to the Fer¡ni 1eve1, the irnpurity

atorn might develop an exchaage Potential that pol.arizes the electrons in

its vicinit)a, and ¿¡¡5 produce a moment. In this limit the virtual bound

d state energy can be writtenls as

E - Ë¿+f +i¿! (1.16)



where E¿ is the original d-state energy now shifted by an anount T

(which is proportional to the mixing probåbility between s and d state)

and broadened into a Lorentzian with an energy widthÀ, given by

Equation 1.15.

Further: -

f = P.P. I l(¿ I H'¿ I t)l 2 osn (1.17)
J G _Er)

where ld) and lk) are the eigen functions of the irnpurity 
"nd "ondrr"tion

electron states respectively, and the density of states associated with this

Lorentzian virtual bound state is: -

f¿(al = Q L.+ t) 
---A

(1.18)
T (e.E)¿+¿!

where (2.(. + 1) arises fron the oîbital clegeneracy in the absence of

crystal field effects l

There.is no doubt that the concept of virtual bound state is

physically meaningful ín the theory of electronic structure of dilute

aLloys involving transition elenents and seve¡al properties of alLoys

of transition metals can be explained h,ith this concept.
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.1 ,4 Localized nagnetic nonents

lr 
tenlerature dependqnt suscepribirity *, ."r;;r;;_ .iïï;

A localized magnetic monent occuls
spin virtual states i¡ 

ldhen the Ôccupation of up

Á,,, op.""ri;;:.;:ï:.:rî: *, do,vn spin. Fisure_l_e.

impuriiy cont¡iburion I
perdenr in the ro'n oìrto 

tn" susceptibirit"i::i-ït:";:::"" 
r"-

j a, ,.2 
f a Curie Iaw[N= C/T u

, 
*ffi, while tenperature independent o*""" 

t is the curie cònstant

sígnify"no localized na 
ehaviour is taken to

existance of -an one-ro-i-^ 

t^i,t*"lt 
' sa¡achik ut tlrl'showed rhe

rv renperàrur" .""""r^-ill :""::.totto"tce 
between the existence of srrong-

uensity .Of State Foï
.^,Â

òp1n I

Densiry Of Stare For Spin ú

Femi Level

FrG:-1-9 ¿ocalized Magnetic Mønent Arises Fro; A Virtual Bound State

in resistance verses te¡nperatuTe plot.
The weak concentrâtion dependence ofresistance ¡nininu¡ ,*.nrro",rr"" ;:;ïj:the 

tenperature or the

temperature ¡esisrivity ,ran ,rn.rr* 
""""*î;." 

t" scaling of the iow

this effect does nor a¡ise fron impuriry _ ;";:i;j:r:r,
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but is an isolated inpurity effect.
The basic interectì^-teraction responsible for such nìoment fornâtionin a metal has been posiulated to be the local

inteïacr ion u berween e 

'ec*ons ". ;,;;:;Tï :i" ï,:;:î::ïA large Coulonb intera(

on the impur*y sire J':::::jj::::::ï ï;":",';;:ï::;
down spin electrons at the irnpurity site and in the sumounding electrongas could be correlated via the local coulomb interaction, ,r; ;;;;'
wnen a up spin (down spin) electron. is on the site, a.down spin (up spin)electron is- nearby in the elect¡on gas.

Pf 
(Ël

ft(€l

G) X<< t (b) 
aU 

a, ¡ (c) fr, '
FIG..-1-10 Non_Magnetic

rn figure r_10 we show -. Magnetic r
the density of states I

aor.'n, fr(€ ), as a function or u/o Figure;-,;ä ;;ï::';^'j:t;
neans that the nu¡nber of spin up and spin down 

--- -'Á
electtons is always equal,and hence the i¡npurity state is non nagnetic. Figure t_10(b) depictsthe situation fpr which spin fructuations are inpoÌtant, while Figure 1_r0(c)approaches the s_d nodel regime.

f{o1 ff has con:;idered the scatteting of Bloch waves f¡om asingle substitutional ímpu¡ity atom in an othendise perfect crystal.



Under the assumption that the rvave function nay be expanded in terns of
Itrannier functions from a single band- that is neglecting interband

¡natrix elements of the intpurity Potential V

fIG.-1.11 
Ar

Typical Plot of F^(E) vs. E I

0
F, (E) = P. P . {"-!E=g)--qÉ- "5J .(E _é)

u,rñ.l=g
{lt ' vn* r'tul + i îi- vnnn Nm(E)} (r'21)

:-.
with F, (E) and N¡(E) as defined in Equation (1.15)

We wish to consider the factor lt = u*'n arful] rhar appears

, (u" ti - Ërl lula"' tr -'4ù = vnn' 6,,," ð(Rii - Ëo) ôß-j - ão)

(r . 1e)

wherefln and flrr, are the Wannier! funductions of conduction electron

states at R1 and Rj respectívely.

whère Ro is the location of the inp'"'¡i¡". With this approxination and

using the rnethod of Koster and Slater16, the scattering wave function

will be given by:

Y = :, ñ-, I u''rirtâ*(f - Ëi)] (r.20)

E 
-¡-_-.----.æ
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in the denoninatol of Equation (1 .21). In particular' we are interested

in the zeros of this expression, which gives the naxinun value of Un(Ro).

The zeros of this expression [f - vn* rrtrl] are then deter-

nined by the intersections of the line l/Vmn with F (E) as in Figure (f.10)'

For an attractive potential, there are tv.ro roots (labeled Eo and E1)' rt

is clear fron the diagram that the roots occur in pairs, and that for the

sinple sort of Frn(E) curve that we are considering, there can either be

zero or two of thern. We are now interested in the case in which there

are tr{o roots and will particularly focus our attention on that root of

the expression at which Fr(E) has a negative derivative. (at E = Eo in

Figure (1. t 1) ) .

Now consider the effect of addition of a spin dependent potent-

ial to Vmn, dropping the band subscript the two potentials for spin up and

(a)
5

^l
zo
)=

\
¿.o

FJ

åVrr*y'
FIG.-1-12 byl vs. EVI For (a)

And Polari zed

The Virtual Level Is. At The Fermi Level

(b) Unpolari zed
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Er-Eo 

=0.
^

0-3

FIG,-f-13 åVf vs. EVI (a) For A Case In Which The Vírtual Level

Is Slightly Displaced From Fermi Level, But Remain Polarized.

(b) Shifted Far Enough From The Fermi Level To DestToy Polarization.

spin down electrons

wi 11 bècome

are V + $V1 andv +bV¡

eik .Ro

, then Equation (1 . 18)

{ir - (v + tvt ) F(EI - iÎ¡(v +Sv1 lNiel} (1.22)

and a similar expression holds for U.l, (Ro), Wolff calculated the change

in the Hartree Fock field of impurity, and under the self consistent.

li¡nitation which requires that the change in-the two matrix elenents of

V¡p be equal to $V1 and $V¿

Evr =m*hr " {.""-rff!i-:-!"}1. ont'ffi.*}

ut (Ro)
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where t = ÍlJarr- n"lf 'latr'- *"ll'ffia3r ¿3r'

the exchange intergal . with the rinit bVJ 4¿ r and Eo = EF

V

(L.24)
---l

I

Typical plots of these equatíons are illustrated in Figure

(1.124) and Figure (1.128) with J/ffV4 Po F'G)) >tand(lrespect-

ively. There are three roots; one with åVf = tVJ = 0 which implies

no localized noment, and two stable ones with ãVf = -bv J, = t (constant) '

ltlhen considering the situation with E¡ I EF, it follows fron

graphs in Figures (f.fsa1 and (f.13b), that a stâble noment exists

Evr =-#{..*-'[ ¡^-%J

Evr =-#.""-'[5Sz-i

à ttvt ) ,.,_ã_(m,.

l-, 1>
lr¡, vo F'(E) I

the

at

(1 . 2s)

i.e. a relatively sharp level close to the Ferrni surface favours the

forrnation of a noment.

Friedel enphasized that the virtual bound state corresponds

to a naxitnun in scattering cross-section. If the virtual level occurs

at the Fermi Level, it should give rise to an unusually large residual

resistance. This, according to the Anderson and the Wolff models, ís



just the situation in those alloys in which the Fe atons first begin to

acquire a moment.
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1.5 Tþe s-d Exchange Model.

The s-d exchange nodel was first proposed by Zener6 and

Frohlich and Nabarrog, they considered the exchange interaction

betvreen d-electrons, localized at the inpurity sites, and s-electrons

itenerant over the range of the crystal . The Exchange Hamiltonian

can be written as: -

Hsd = -zJi_.tr .Q-26)

where J is the exchange integral defined in the previous section, s

and q are spin operators for d-electron and the conduction electTon

respectively.

Working with the First Born Approxirnation4 , one finds that

the transition probability, by the Golden Rule, is given by:

J2 < M2> N(E) = rls J2 s(s+l) N(E) (t-27)

which shows no tenperature dependence'

Kondo4 calculated up to the Second Born Apploximation the

scattering of conduction electlon by the s-d interaction, and found that

the resistivity is given by:

1(r) = Kr2 s(s+l)[ 1+4JN(0)t'\{] (l-28)

where K is the constant and D is the half width of the d-band.

The second tenn diverges togarithnically at the tenPerature

T ( T¡ where T¡ is the Kondo teÌnperature given by:

rxk¡ = Dexp [ -lllJlN(o)J (1-2s)

The orígin of this divergence lies in Pauli principle restriction on the

intertnediate states, which comes into play as a result of non-conmutati-

- vity of the spin operators. As a nattel of fact, the resistivity
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rninimun is indeed a lresult of such a nany body effect.

This logarithnic singularity of Equation (1-28) will be

suppressed by an applied external nagnetic field or by nany other

factors). This applied magnetic field disturbs the free notion of the

spin and prevents its internal degree of freedom from being fully effect-

ive in causing the singularity' A sinilar effect is also expected for

the spin in a super-conductor where a finite energy is needed to excite

a pair of quasiparticles .

Since Kondo's discovery of a logarithnic divergence in

perturbation theory for the scattering of conduction electrons from

magnetic inpurities in netaLs, a large anount of experitnental and

theoretical work has been devoted to this problem. Recently HeegerlT .

suggested that Kondo effect can be interpreted as arising frorn an

indírect -el ectron- el ectïon interaction via the nagnetic impurity. From

this point of view, he speculated that the spín lattice relaxation of

this localized spin shouLd destroy this effective ínteraction, and showed

experi¡nental ly in a recent letterl8 that it was indeed the case that the

anomalous tern in the resistivity fitted the following relation:

.pG)= A+B Ln(rzrø214
c

(1-30)

where A and B are constants and O is

erature, previously mentioned and is

temperature dependence. The sign of

and found to depend on the screening

rule in the folloh'ing nanner:

identified with Tsf the sf temp-

both inpurity concentration and

the constant B has been studiedl9,20

charge calculated by Friedel Su¡n

B oc- cos (t/5 T Z) (1-31)
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which shows that fon Z < 5/2 or Z > I5/2, B is positive, which irnplies

that the incre¡nental resistivity 
^1(T) 

will be increasing as the

te¡nperature increases, and decreases when B is negative, i'e' 5/2<z<lS/2'
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1.6 Localized spin fluctuation.

Based on extensive experimental and theoretical effotb,

considerab1epTog1eSshas1ecent1ybeennadeinformu1atinga.

reasonably consistent description of localized impurity states

associated rvith first r:or,, tnansitional inpurities in noble tåtrlrs'17.

fn dilute lirnit, the inc¡emental Tesistivity A f (T) due to the presence

of these impurities is found to increase anomalously with decr.easing

temperature, and at temperature well below TK the Kondo temperature,

^ f (T) increases far less rapidly than one predicts in Equatíon (1-30)

anct typically having the fort 
"r20,:

afG-----o) = a l(o) [ t -,å,' ] O42)

Calculatíon based on this H5¿ Hamil.tonian do not reporduce

the limiting tenperature dependence 2L,22 Eiven in Equation {1-32).

However, a unified description of these electrical proporties of such

alloys has recently been achieved via the localized spin fluctuation

( Q..s,f) node110, Lederer'anci Mi11s23 were the first to use a model

of this type to calculate the scattering of s-conduction electront fron

time dependent iluctuation of the magnetization at the site oi a nearly

magnetic transítion metal impurity. Ïf the -{..s.f . are slow enough

equilibriate in an applied nagnetic field or to flip the spin of a

condition), its temporary magnetic moment rnay have sufficient'time to

equilibrate in an applied nagnetic field or to flip the spin of a

conduction electron, and so will contTibute a Curie susceptibility and

a logarithmic resistivity- an imPurity in the slow I .s.f. tugit"z4

therefore appeals to be (weakly) magnetic2s,
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fn an extention of the Lederer-Mills mod.el, Kaiser and

Doniach showed for isoelectronic alloys that the resistivity due to

localízed spin fluctuation scattering in general can be represented by

this dinensionless expression.'

, f aíÍfi2

, Y T . .., vt
where T =T;¡ ,andw =EBEF

T"¡ is the spin fluctuation temperature definedlS as:

,,.=Ll"ryffìI (1.34)

where U is the Coulomb repuLsion between localized d-electrons in the

Anderson model and Ni(Ep) is the density of states at Ferni level.

In low temperature lirnits, one can obtain an analytic u*nt"rr-
^¿ È.,

ion for P. As temperature -+ 0, the term ri' in the demonínator of
)

Equation (1 .33) can be neglected and hence

J-2
f(r-.'-o) =+ (+,r) (r .3s)

(1 .36)

which is'the low temperature behaviour found by Le¿lerer and ùi11s23.

As the tenperature

frr*æ) = +,*,
which shows that f is linear in T in hígh tempetature linit for any

telnþerature-independent spectral density A(w) as illustrated by the

sinilar behaviour of the localized spin fluctuation and phonon

Ìesistivity components.
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The universal curve for spin fluctuation resistivity as

calculated frorn Equation (1.33) and illustrated in Figure 1- 4 exhibits

a transition from T2 to T dependence at approxinately 0.25 Tsf. IÌhen

at higher temperature, the tenpelature dependent portion of the spectTal

density A(w) has to be taken into consideration, the Kaiser and Doniach

nodel predicts a resistivity that flattens off rapidl¡ (refer to Figure

l- 4) a result which qualitatively is in agreenent with experírnent26 ' 
11 .

A strong exchange enhancenent in the host netal vtill produce

a spin fluctuation resistivity conponent for the pure netal ' the T2

resistivity conponent, such as fot Rd17 at low tenperature is thought

to arise largely froln "spin fluctuation scattering2l". Kaiser anil

Doniach assuned that Matthiessents Rule holds and the resistivity

co¡nponents are additive, then:

finp (r) = farlor (r) - fhost (r) (1 .57)

and fimp (T) can be separated into two conponents,

finp (r) = fmag (r) + fnon-nag. (1.38)

where fnon-mag. is of the temperature independent nesistivity (equals to

finp (O) ) due to non-nagnetic scattering from impurities.

Experínentally, the localized spin fl'uctuation resistivíty

in the host is less interesting than that of the irnpurity, since in

the host, the T2 law will typically extended to higher tenperatures

and cannot easily be separated fron phonon resistivity.

When plotting the di¡nensionless ratio f in fquations (1-35)

and (1-36) against T2 and T respectively, the slopes will be given:-
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*L
M¡ (low tenperature linit) = +'+2 and

" I sf

M, (hish tenperature lir¡it) = + -* (1 .39)

and the spin fluctuation temperature Tr¡ will be given by the ratio

of M¡ to M¡.

açç Mrltr .lrrf =-3-.ï;-. (1,40)
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1.7 Superconduct ivitY

The existance of superconduct ivity in netals discovered by

Kamerlingh Onner in 1911, ís not a ProÞerty of the individual atom, but

due to the structure of the electronic energy spectTum of the netal or

alloy. Frohlich attenpted to explain that the superconduct ivity

phenonirnon is due to interactions involving the electrons' but thnough

the intermediary of the lattice, i.e. via the el. ectron-phonon interaction.

Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer2?,2s (BCS), based on thís idea, concluded

that the normal states of netal.'s or alloys alce represented by the Blochrs

nodel, while for the superconducting ones, the electron pairs (Cooper pairs)

of opposite spin and nomentun are invoked;

On the basis of the BCS theory the superconducting transition

temperature T6 of the system is given by

Tc = 1.1490 q-lls (1.41)

where g neasures the strength of this electron-phonon coupling.

Several calculations have been nade of the depression of T6

on alloying, Recent calculations by Ratto and Blandin2g and by Kaiser3o,

which apply directly to the systems of interest here, yield:

'Calculation2g'30 of Ts for non-rnagnetic alloys has the

carried out, for targe half r,ridth A (3 ].eV) and at low tenperature

T 
-+ 

0, the ratío of the critical temperatuÌe (the supeaconducting

transitional ternperature) Tc of the alloy to that of the pure host is

given by:

-ff* + ß*
avñ --=-----¿--Â( 1 -/3*c)

Tc=
Tco



where Oc * and

^*

(3 * are constants defined by

t> - tt¿ (Er) 2 ueft
./¿^ = __TrFË_rT_

îhe nunber of inpurity states.

N¿(Ep) = -l?l-g-n Ffu
the Effective Coulornb Repulsion potential

ueff = I * =5 tar,-r1 E¿ 'tjíEa 'A' (t.42)

and À is the characteristic coupling constant fot the pure host.

The critical concentration ct of inpurity with which

superconduction of the alloy is conpletely supressed will be given by:

ct = #= ##Fii+o;,,- (r .43 )
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2.1 Egd""!¿91
From the cryogenic view point, electrical resistivíty and

other quantities such as magneto-res i stance, Hal1 effect, or super-

conductivity transitíon tenperature neasure¡nents åre anong the

properties whose neâsurenent presents no great difficulties. These

deteminations require the entry of only a linited nunber of electrical

leads into an isolated double can arrangement containing the sanples'

and are unaffected by the exôhange of thermal energy with the surround-

ings; the specimens arè kept in thermal equilibriun with a thermoneter

either by direct contact, by exchange gas, or by innersion of the

. samples and thennoneter into a connon refrigelcating bath.

, It has been noted that the slow dTifts in temperature of

the specinen and their surroundings do not diiectly affect seriously

the deteïmination as they generally do in Calorinetric or thernal

conduction neasurenents, yet, they sti1l introduce a small uncertainty

as to the precise temperature of the samples at the particular times

rrthen neasurements are made.

' In this investigation the electrical resistance of netals

or alloys in rod for¡n is measured over a limited range of tenperature

- 
f¡6¡ 1.460 K to 1oon tenperatule 

-by 
irnnersing the sanples in a

series of liquified gas refrigerants, which boil under contlolled

pressure. The gases we enployed here ín our experinent l4rere nitrogen

and heliur of boiling points 77'o K and 4.21o K at normaL pressure

respectiveLy.
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2,2 Sample mounting

Alloys sanple of different atomic concentration were prepared

by melting together the appropriate proportions of the elenents of interest,

in an argon arc furnace under controlJ.ed pressure. Sets of up to five

sanple alloys of various atomic percentage compositíons were made and then

fashioned into thin specimens in rod forn of reasonable lengths. S¡nall

forrn factors (the area to length ratios) A/L were required to yield

reasonably high resistance values, typically 10-3 ohnr.

The set of sample alloys, up to. rnaximurn of five, together with

the pure host were mounted onto pairs of knife edge supports attached to

a copper blôck, as indicated schernatically in Figure (2-l).

Fovr # 2-32 bolts, a mylar insulating strip, and a thin brass

yoke, held the ends of the samples in good electrical and ther.mal contact

with knife edge supports, For the systen of alloys we studied --1 Cr and

Fe in Rutheniun 

-the 
production of long samples was hampered by the

brittle nature of the Rutheniun, they required an addition to the mount-

ass emblyl .

accomodate shorter samples withàut substantially altering

the original poritior,, of the knife edge supports, the idea of using

rrfloatingrr knife edge supports was introduced, Figure 2-2, and used in

the nanner indicated in Figure 2-1a. The effective length L of the

sanple is the length between the knife edge supports. As "floatingl
knife edge supports were introduced in our sample assenbly, the upper

and lower fixed-points for effective Length neasurenent r,rere neasured

differently. ïnstead of neasuring the knife edge to knife edge distance,

a suitable teference point for each sanpJ.e on the sanple holder had to be

chosen; usually we choose the edge of the gas thernometer bulb (see Fig,2-3)
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imnediately. above the corresponding pair of knife edge supports. The

distances fron this chosen reference point to the upper and lower knife

edges respectively were rneasured with the travelling rnicroscope.

Measurements on the upper knife edges could be nade easily

before the rnounting of the a1loy sarnples. The use of trfloatingrr knife

edge supports, however, introduce so¡ne measurenent difficulties. For

this reason, bigger holes in the middle of the rtyoke of the "floating"

knife edge supports were made so that knife edges would be viewed through

these holes, and hence neâsurenents could be nade rnore accurately.
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2.3 Resistance measurement

The ¡esistances (and hence the resistivities) of the sample

alloys are found using a sinple DC technique, A highly stablized sarnple

current was required and this was achieved by regulating an 0C-36 tran-

sistor vrith a Philbrick Pó5 AU operational amplifi er, FÍG.2-4. The

voltages required to operate the operational anplifies were supplied by

a fifteen volt bipolar power supply, FIG. 2-5. At the s¿ e tine, separate

Zener regulated supplies were used for reference voltage unit and current

supply unit to avoid grounding problems.

40 v.A.c.

secondary

D = 15.5 V.

C1 = 2SO uf 64 V.

C2 = 1000 uf 16 V'

Rl =16x'
R2=1zr'

+ 15 V.

p. C,

R2

15 v.

FIG.-2-5 Circuit Diagrarn Of op. Amp. Power Supply
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Voltage and. current measurernents were rnade on the sanples by

using a standard four probe technique2. Currents through the sarnples

were varied to balance a highly stable reference voltage using a Kiethley-

nicrovoltmeter as a null detector. Balance coutd be obtained to a'bout

2. x 1o-9 V.

The sampl-e current r"ra5 found by neasuring the voltage

this current produced across a l0 ohms l"fuirhead standard resistor connected

in series with the specinens. The potential drop across this resistor was

measured with the D.V.M. with a resolution of about I part in 10f which

gave 10 x I where I is the aalnplu "u"rurrt, Both "forwardrt ¿¡¡l rr¡eys1.5ett

readings were taken, thus effects such as thermal voltage, would. be can-

celled out after averaging these two results. The voltage and current

ratios for all specimens were found to be independent of the curlent over

Reference

Voltage

IOO K

10 turn
standard

helipo

to DVM

FIG; -2.6 Reference Voltage Supply.Circuit.
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the current ïange used, inplying negligible joule heating effect.

The sample voltages were taken fron a wire-wound standard

one-ohrn resistor (Leeds and Northrup cannister type 29232 ' of 0.01%J,

supplied fron a stabilized operational anplifier.Either a 1 K or 10 K

ohn lrluirhead (!0,02%) thermally stable standard resistor could be

connected in series with this one-ohrn resistor to generate a nagnified

voltage (to an order of 103 or 104 respectively) frorn which the voltage

readings rdere taken by the D.V.M. The voltage supply circuit is shown

in FIG. 2-6. Again, the actual sample voltage was found by averaging the

forward and reverse readings from the D.V,M.
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2.4 Tenperature achievement, control and neasurîement

Since resistance as a function of tenperature was being sought,

an accurate means of varying and contraolling the tenperature hras essential .

The sâmple holder block with sanples ¡ras mounted inside a double

can arrangenent, as índicated in Figure (2-3). Tenperatures of 4,zIoK

and below were obtained by surrounding this can with liquid helium,

boiling at controlled vapour pressure, (the outer dewâr was filled with

f.iquid nitrogen at this stage)3. The complete picture can be understood

better with the block diagran shown in Figure (2-7). Temperature points

below 4.20 K were obtained by punping on the liquid heliu¡n in the inner

dewar, and were stablized with a manostat in the He pumping line. The

lowest temperature we could achieve would be about 1.460 K. When the

pressure of heliu¡n in the inner dewar was in the range 76 cn to 3 cn. Hg,

tenperature rneasurenents were m¿de by neasuring this pressure on a ¡nercury

manoneter. When the helium pressure was below 3 cm. Hg, an oil nanometet

was used for higher accuracy.

= The corresponding temperatuïe were found by f.ineai interpolatíon

between listed vapour pressure-tenperature points extlcacted fron I'Experiment-

^al techniques in Low tenperature Physics" by G. K' White-. Temperatulre

neasurements wene accurate to fíve rnillidegrees.

Tenperature above 4.2o K was obtained by slowly heating up the

sanple hoLder block, and hence the sanple, with a heating coil wound

alound the sample nounting block. Tenperatures were controlled with this

heating coil connected to a feed-back circuit, FIG. 2-8. 

-¿n 
{-Q

phase-sensitive Wheatstone Bridge with a rectified D-C feedback current

to the heater. Temperatures of the sample block were roughly estimated

by an Allen-Bradl.ey carbon resistor of 100 ohns norrnal val.ue, seated at
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.to
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'cryostat
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¡fock
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resistance box

Allèn-Bradley temperature

sensing resistor.

Flc.-2-8 Bridge circuit. Note the three
. to balance the lead resistance.

CuÌrent output

to heater coil
leads to the Al len_Bradley

HEATHKI]T
TP-27

the centre of the sarnple block. The resistance of this carbon resistor
increases roughly logarithnea.tly with decreas.lng tenpetature, FIG. 2_9.
Accurate tenperatute measurements above 4.2o K we¡e ¡nade with a non_linear gas thermonetetc . The temperature pÌessure relationship for this
gas thetmometer arrangement is given by:_ ;-

u[+ . dh,"+.f*ä., J 
: n -..'-- ,i,, -' -ì,

¡ofretu; tiru constant k h,a -- '
.s evaluated by using the known filling a*n"..a,r".

and pressure To and Po (usually, either the ice point values or ttru turiu,
te¡nperature values were usêdì E^- ^.._ __-sed). . For our experirnental arrangenent thecharacteristic values in Equation (2,1) have the follo$ring values.

ll.-.-* :.lrr" "t the Cryosrat tubes = 0.0130 in3, rhis vatue mighr drop
aoout l.% fron room tenperature to 77o K in our system

phase s ensi ti.ûe
detector aúd
anplifier
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Vo- the pressure independent portion of the volt. ne associated with

connecting tubeè at roon tenperature = 1.18 in3.

VA- the volume of the gas bulb sitting on top of the sanple block

. = L.497 in3 at roon tenperature

= 1.481 in5 at liquid nitrogen temperaturce

= I.480 in5 at liquid heliur tenperature

b 
- 

the Wallace and Teernan pressure gauge constant = 0.00115 in3

per inch Ï,ater pressure.

. The corresponding temperature readings for a given

gauge pressure reading was obtained by computer calculation. Further

cornections were made in líght of the non-ideality of heliun gas

(due to mainly Van der Waal type intenactíon), using interpolations

from a set of virial coefficientsS
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Chapter Three

Dilute Alloy Systens Ru Cr., and Ru Fe.
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5,. I Introduction

The properties of dilute alloys have been studied quite extensively

during the last twenty years. We presently examine the low tenperature

Tesistivities of some Ru Cr and Ru Fe Alloys. Recently, Riblet and Jensen

studied the superconducting tTansition temperature, Tc, for a nunber of

Rutheniun based alloys, and found that the rates of decrease of Tc with

í¡npurity concentration c, dTc/dc fo:r the "magneticrr ímpurity atloys Col and

)
Fe- were nore rapid than that foi the rrnon-magnetic" inpurities, Ni, Rh,

Ir, Pt and Pd. These authors, furtheflnore, noted that this rapid decrease

ín superconducting transition tenperature Tc was explicable as the b¿sis of

d-level spin fuctuatíons localized within the impurity cell. Chromiun and

iron, used as impurities in dilute alloy studies, in fact show well defined

.r CrS and localized spin fuctuatíon effects in A1 Cr4,

p¿ Cr? pt Fe6 and Pt c"7,.and this stinutated our interest in investigating

* Urr"* n, C" .n¿ Ru Fe al1oys,

Manganese, used as an ílnpurity in dilute alloys, also shows well-

define<l nagnetic behaviour as in Pd Mn8 and Au Mn9 and.{.sf effects in Rh lulnl0

and Al Mn3.
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3,2 Experinental Det ai ls

The sanples were prepared fron 99,999% pure Ru sponge, gg.gggv.

pur.e Cr beads, and 99.9985% pure Fe rod, al.t supplied by Johnson Matthey

and Co, , .London, U.K,

Metallic Ru was produced by pressing the Ru sponge in a hardened

stainless steel dye, and nelting the resulting pellets together on the

water cooled copper hearth of an argon arc furnace, incorporating a tungsten

electrode and a titaniun getter. Ru solidifies into an hcp structure with

a c/a tatio considerably less than 'tideal", and is thus very difficult to

cold roll into a suitably shaped resistance specinen. As a result, the Ru

was cast into a long cylindrical trough of approxinate dianeter 7 nms,

producing a sample of cylindrical form and approximately 4 to 7 cns long.

Master Ru Cr and Ru Fe aLloys, containing about t0 at. % Cr and

Fe respectively, were prepêTed by neltíng the appropriate aaounts of the

rnetals together in the arc furnace, Both alloys were honogenised by

inverting and Tenelting several tines; melting losses r,,reLe negligibly srnal1.

Ru CT alloys containíng nornally 0.2, 0,4 and 0.8 at. % Cr, and Ru Fe alloys

of no¡ninal Fe concentration 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0 at. %, we're prepared by dilution.

Resistivity specinens, with a square cross-sectional area of about 2.5 x 10-3

sq. cn were then cut fron these cylindrícal sampl.es using a diamond saw.

The forn factors (area to length ratio) were deternined using a

l1
¡nethod described.by Loran, Whatl adn Ford^'. The knife-edge to knife-edge.

distance of the sample supports (potential contacts) can te ¡neasured

accurately with the travelling microscope (discussed in section 2.2).

The density of each sarnpte is determined from lattice spacing data, using

the formul a
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2.1
Density = :; (41X1 +42X2)

. NA-C
5._t

where N is Avogadrots numbet, A1 and A2 are the ato¡nic weights of the

elernents used, X1 and X2 being their respective fractional atonic

cornpositions, and the factol 2 indícates that there are two atons peÌ

unit cell in the h.c.p. rutheniun. 'lhe rafi ís the concentration depend-

ent lattice constant of the alloy. Bozorth et aIlz shor{ that in the

concentration range under study, Vegardts Lawls is applicabte. The

latticeconstantsafeobtainedfronthelawinconjunctionwiththe

lattice spacing of pure Ru ( a = 2,6987 R, c = 4.2BtL Î ¡, p,r"" C,
o( 2.8839 X ¡ ana Fe ( 2.s607 I ).

. Fro¡n the density, and an accurate measurement of the sanple

weight ( t0.1 m gn. ), the volune of the sanple is determined, The

travelling microscope is again enployed to find the exact length of the

specimen which, with the vohrne, readily yíelds the average cross-sectional

area. Making the portions of the specinen.which over hang the knife-edge

as short as possible, míninizes thè elror in the mean cross-sectíonal'area

. 
between the knife-edges. The ratio of the cross-sectionar area to the inter-
knife-edge spacing yierds the required forn factor for the specimen. rauieá

3.1 and 3.2 list respectively the computed lattice constants, form factors,

and inter-kni fe-edge spacing fo¡ the Ru Cr and Ru Fe system used.

Th:se specimens 
"u"" "ub""qJrrtly 

etched Ín wa¡rn dilute acid of
the following composition,

L/5 Volune of rdater

l/5 Volume of concentrated nitric acid
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3/5 Volume of hydrochloric acid and

a good splash of hydrogen peroxide, and annealed in vacuo for 30 hrs. at

10000c.

The resistance of these sanples was nêasured, using a four probe

technique in which the current through each sâmple was varied to produce a

balanced against a highly stable voltage. The estimated accuracy of Tesist-

ance neasurernent is about 2 parts in 104 (Grassie et aI, 7g7lI4). Temperat-

ures below 4.20 K were stabilized and neasured to i5 rn deg,, and finally,
those above 4.2o Kto bettgr than 1.% using a non-línear gas themometer.



ConcentTation
(at. % Cr)

Table 3.1

Sunmary of the Physical Quantities of Ru Cr Alloys

Pure Ru

0.2

0,4

0.8

Lattice
constant a

(Ã)

2.6987

tr

Cross-section
Area (sq. cn)

!0 .001

4 ,712 x L0'3

2.468 x 10- 3

3.612 x 10-3

3.021 x 10-3

Effective *
l ength ( cvn)

t0.001

4,34I

2,450

5.495

3 .503

rr Inter-knife edges spacing

Form factor
( cm)

1.105 x 10-3

9.983 x 10-4

6.603 x l0-4

8.697 x 10-4

o\
O



Concentration
(at. % Fe)

Table 3 ,2

Sur Ìary of the Physical Quantities of Ru Fe Alloys

Latti ce
constant a

(Ã)

2,7050

2 ,7 04s

2,7040

e/a
ratío

Cross-section
Area (sq. cn)

t0.001

1.5823

I.5824

I .5825

4.21.6 x 10-5

7 ,032 x 70'3

4.184 x 10- 3

Effective *
Iength ('cn)
t0.001

* Inter-knife edges spacing

4.987

2,866

2 .080

Form factor
(cm;

8.557 x 10 -4

2,479 x 10'3

2.208 x l0-3
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3.3 Results and Discussion

(i) Pure Ruthenium

The tenperature dependence of resistivity of Rutheniun has been

studied quite extensively. It has been found that resistivity of iingle

crysta.ls of Ruthenium depends on orientationl4'15, the difference between

the resistivity measured parallel and perpendícular to the c axis being

about 10% at room tenperature.

The pure Rutheniun used in our investigation had an electïícal

resistivity ratio ( P QgToKl f (1,4soÐ) of 125 with pi çzstoxl = 7.33!

0.081fLcn. which is close to the value of the resistivity for pol'ycrystal- -

line close-packed hexagonal Ruthehiun.

Figure 3.1 shows the plot of the tenperature dependent part of

,- Dure Rutheniun electrical resistivity 
:

f'trl = fCrl - ffr = 1.4soK) s.z

.against temperature. Because the uncertainties in the rneasured f (T)

cons.titute a consíderable propertion of fitT) at temperature below 30oK,

no data below this temperature are plotted in this figure; and, it is clearly

inpossible to observe the low temperature electron-eLectTon scattering

contTibutíon to pi¡r114,16. Within the ternperaturre range fron SOoK to

60oK. Figure (3,1) indicates that fi¡t1 ocrn; n = 4.7510.005 which is in
good agreement with the data obtained by Whire and Woodsl6 (1959).
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Figure 3.1

The thermal part .of the pure Ru electrical resistivity; f, (Ð = f (T) - f (1'45)

The line dràwn has a slope of 4.75i0.005
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(ii) Rulhenir¡n Chromium Al l oys

The experimental data resulting from our neasurenents on Ru Cr

alloys are shown in Figure (5.2) in which resistivitíes of alloys containing

0.8, 0,4 and 0.2 atomic percent Cr and of the pure Ru sanple are plotted

against ternperature over the range from 1,45o K to 1400 K. Close examin-

ation on Fígure (3.2) reveals that the resistivíties increase linearly with

temperature above 75o K and are constant below 50o K, Figure (3,3) shows

the plot of incremental resistivities

af G) = fa,rroy (Ð - fnuG)
against temperature up to 1400 K and from this figure, the increnental

resistivities of specific ímpurity concentrations at absolute zero can be

extracted; these are listed in Table (3.3). As shown in Figure (5.3), the

teÍrperature independence behaviour of A9(T) below 30o K inplies that CI

.itrrpurities in Rutheniun are non-magnetic in the static Hartre" Fo"kl?

(Friedal - Anderson) sense; this behaviour is a result of a spin independ-

ent conduction electron scâ.ttering cross-section at the impurity sites.

At tenper¿tures between 50o K and 75o K, a snall. increase, which depends

slightly on inpurity concentration, inAf (f) is observed. Such a

phenonenon is the. result of the cornpeting effects of phonon and impurity

scattering with presumably differing anisotropieslS, and this results in

the break down of Matthiessen's Rule for the Ru Cr alloy systern. An

attenpt.to fit these deviations on the basis of a rrTwo Currentrr model was

nade; the latter yi" lds 
19

=Ba fn'i (r) af(o) 3,3aP(T) -af(o)
ct PRui (r) + p Af (o)



Figure 3.2

The resistivity Pf(T) plotted against temperature (in oK) over the range

fron 0o K to 1400 K, for the four specinens of Ru Cr altoys,
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Table 5,3

Sumnary of Data on the Ru Cr Alloys

Concentration
(at. % Cr)

Pure Ru

o.2.

0.4

0.8

ÀP(r = 0)
' !0.005
,,üO cms

0. 060

0.114

0.2r3

ÀP(r = 2e8o K)' t0.005
./J.n cms

7 ,38

0.125

0,242

0,524.515

o\.
o\



EiguÌe 3.5

The incremental resistivity of Ru containing 0.2,0.4, and 0,8 at, % CT

plotted against tenperature. The curve drawn are fits to Matthiessenrs

¡ule breakdown based on a two current nodel.
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whete C[ and p are regarded as adjustable parameters for different systens,

The solid curves in Figure (3.3) represent a fit of Equation (3.3) to the

data; r,rithin experinental error, the d.ata can be fitted with constant

values of = 0.375 and = 0,123. These values for and are close
.)^

to those estinated for Pd based alloys studied by Kao and Willians'" (19731 ,

The listed vatues of Af (0) in Table (3.3) were plotted against

inpurity concentration c in Figure (3.4), which shows a symnetric variat-

ion of A1(0) with Cr concentratíon,

In fact, A f(0) = 0.61 t 0,02¡acn/at. % cr.



Figure 5.4

Ilre increnental resistivity at zero temperatureAf(f = O) for Ru Cr

Alloys plotted against the Cr concentration. The line drawn has a

slope of 0.61^lO qn per atomic percent Cr.'/
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(iii) Ruthenium Iron Al loys

The electrical lesistivity of. Ru Fe alloys was measured between

4.2 and 300K a¡d the experinental results are summarized in Table (3.4).

The listed incre¡nental resistivity Af (T = 0) at absolute zero temperature

indicates that this is a nearly isoelectrônic system. A plot of the

Af (T = 0) against inpurity concentration in Figure (3.5) gives a slope

of 0 . l4t0 .02 ¿to cn/at. % Fe .t'

Figure (3.6) shows a plot of the tenperature dependence of the

incretnentai resistivity o(T) over the range fron 1.45oK to 140oK. This

figure shows ihat o(T) clearly rises more rapid in the 1'0 at.% Fe then

in pure Ru. This result indicates a temperature dependent contribution

to the total resistivity from the Fe impurities, and attention is now

di-rected to find a model which rnight explai.n the observed behaviour,

. ,The temperature dependent part of increnental resistivity

a(r) = af(r) -^t(o)
for 0.8 and 1.0 a:-%Fe alloys is plotted against tenperature in Figures

(5.7) and (3.8) respectively. The error bars in these Figures represent

the effect of t 1.% form factor uncertainty for each sanple. A close

examination of these figures shows that at tenperature below 170oK

the thermal part of the increnental resistivities increase as T2, beconing

less rapid at higher temperatures. This is exactly the temperature

dependent behaviour obtained by Kaiser and Doniach2o, (1970) and Rivier

anð, Zlatic2la,b çtSl21. They concluded that this behaviour resulted fTon

conduction electrons being scattered by localized spiri fÍuctuation at the

irnpurity sites. The former authors derived the following resistivity-



Concentration
(at. % Fe)

Table 3.4

Sunnary of the Data on the Ru Fe Alloys

a9(r =

/^,l.rl crns t
0)

.r%

0.053

0. 115

0.140

a9(r =
y'^r¿ cms

* The quoted errors in this column lesult from the t1.% shape factor e!Îor on each sanple.

297)*
! .1%

T2 coefficient
to-6,un cn/K2

,Jl

.42

2,5
\¡.



Eigure 3,5

.The themal part of resistivity A P G) = t(T) - f (O) prott"a against

ternperature (in oK) over the range from OoK to 140oK for 1.0 at. % Fe

and pure Ru,
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Figure 3.6

The thernal part increnental lesistivity^(T = 0) for Ru Fe alloys

pl.otted against the Fe concentration. The line drawn has a slope of

0. 14t0.02 Lrnú/ at,% Fe,
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Figure 3.7

The therrnal part, 
^(T), 

of the incremental resistivity of Ru - 1. at.% Fe.

The error bar represents the net effect of a ! l,% shape factor uncertainty

for both this alloy and the pure Ru sanple.
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Figure 5.8

The thermal. part, Â (T), of the increnental resistivity of Ru - 0.8 at.% Fe'

The error bar represents the net effect of a !I.% shape factor uncertainty

for both this alloy and the pure Ru sanple.
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tenperature relations.

^ 
(T) "c T2 fo'r T ( toT,t

o€T for T > 3/5 Tsf 5.5

The range of tenperature we are interested in our experinent is

fron 1.45oK to roon tenperature ' and thus it is clear that our data do

not extend do sufficiently high tenperature to verify the linear tenperature

dependence predicted for (T). Yet Tsf can still be inferred fro¡n the

low tenperature data shown in Figures (3.7) and (3.8)' Taking 175oK as the.

ternperature at which the T2 behaviour ceases, the spin fluctuation tenp-

elature Tr¡ for Fe in.Ru is found to be about 700oK from Equatíon (3.5).

ExperinentaL data obtained for 0.4 at,% Fe alloy are not included

here, because the error arising from the form factor uncertainty correspond-

ing to a substantial fraction of A (T) at al.l neasuring tenperatures 

-A(T = 297oK), for exarnple, is 0.13!0.1/u-ncn. The data obtained from this

alloy, can only be used to set an upper linit on its T2 coefficient. Within

experimental error, the T2 coefficient for the 0.4, 0's, and 1.0 at.%. Fe

alloys are listed in Table (3.4) scale with the normal Fe concen¿Tation.

Andres et "t22 
(tgOg) measured the superconducting transitiòn

temperature Tç for Ru Fe alloys containing 1.8, 3.1 and 4'3 at. % Fe, and

the data are reproduced in Figure (5,9) in which the ratio Tç/Tse (T66 is

the transition temperature for pure Ru sarnple23) is plotted against the

norminal Fe inpurity concentration' In examining this figure, we observed

that Tc is in fact suppressed rapidly by the addition of Fe taotr?4 Andtu,

et al, (1969) discussed this effect in terms of the decrease in electlon-

phonon attraction. Kaiser25 (f970), taking into account localized spin

fluctuations, has recently fomulated a description of this depression in



Figure 3.9

The ratio TqlTç6 for Ru Fe alloys fron Andres et aI. (1969), plotted

.against the nolmal Fe concentration. The error bars represent a !0.1 at'%

uncertainty in the Fe concentration. The ful1 curve is a fit to Kaiseris

(1970) expression as explaíned in the text.
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Tç (as a function of increasing inpurity concentration) as a lesult of

scattering of conduction electrons by the non-rnagnetic resonant impurity

states, which at the sane tine, includes the effects of both an effective

rnass enhancement26 and a strong intra inpurity coulonb repulsion27. The

relation between Tc and the inpurity concentration c is given by the

following: z5

ln( Tcl- T.o- 3.6

3,I
where A - tli(Fr). 

N(Ep)

')
and B = N1-(EP) Ueff

Here, Ni(Ep) and N(Ep) are the inpurity and host density of states per spin

direction at the Fermi leve1, respectively, g is the BCS coupling constant,

while Ueff is the intra-inpurity spin-up, and spin down coulonb repulsion

(2.0.+ 1) accounts for orbital degeneracy. The values of A and B used for

our fit to Andres data are listed in Table (3.5). The solid curve in

Figure (5.9) represent the tesult of Kaiserrs theory2s 

- 
a plot of

Equation (3.6). The fact (see Figure (3.9)) that Andrês resutts can be

fitted to Kaíserrs theory gives us supporting evidence fo¡ our assigning

the origin of the temperature dependence in A (T) to localized spin

fluctuations.

. At sufficient low ternperature, the expression for specific heat

coefficient V , for pure Rutheniun can be written as:-

(2 ! + 1) gN (Ep) 3.8



Table 3.5

Sunrnary of the paraneters deduced fron the depression of T. in Ru Fe Alloys

A

2.17

B

5 .5ó

Ni (Er)
states/eV-aton-spin

1.0

Ueff
(ev)

Ni (EF)
states / eV-ãtom-spin

I .8I

,i,:'';ll
i,:r.i::;

3.1

A
(ev)

r.44 0. 139

{(o
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- ^*2.1. = ,i, rlltr; r<sz¡ r + a. ¡ 3.9

v{here 
^ 

ís the effective electron-phonon enhancenent of the band density of
.20

states28 and kg is the Boltzrnannrs constant. With +-í found by Herninger '
as 5.0 mJlnol, deg2 and À = 0.38 fron McMillan, . N(Ëf) is found to be

0.46 states/ev-aton-spin.

Fron the values of A and B listed in Table (3'5) and Equation (3-7)'

the inpurity density of state per spin direction at Feïrni level Ni(Ep) is

found to be about 1'0 s tates /ev-atom-spin.

The BCS coupling constant g, appearing in Equation (3-8), can be

': obtained fron the relation derived by SchriefferSO ¡rso+) ,-

': l'rl.-.r , r.o = r.r4 
"o "-p L-+J t't:,

With Tco (Ru) = 0.4524 and Debye Tenperature 0o = 55go¡ç 29 then g =,-Q.139.

Thus fro¡n Equation (3.8), Us¡¡ has a value of 1.8leV.

White Kaiserts theory is based on the scattering of electrons by

non-magnelic inpurity states, it neveïtheless explains the dependence of

T;/T"9 on inpurity concentIatíon c in not only truely non-nagnetic systen

like îh 6"31, but also in localized spin fluctuation systems like Al Mn32

and Th U33. In these latter systen, Ni(Ep) solved fron Equation (3-7) are

substantially smaLler than those Ni*(EF) estimated from the increase inV

on alloyíng, while Equation (3.S) leads to Large values for U"¡¡ (>1. eV)

conpared with Th Ce.. Ru Fe exhíbits the characteristics of these latteÎ

1.s.f. systens,and the depression of Tc with inpurity concentration c lies

internediate between Th Ce and Al Mn, with rrlargett Us¡¡ and small Ni(E¡)=

(VÐ Ni*(EF). A conparison of the superconducting properties of Ru Fe
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with both non-nagnetic. 0þ. C") and l.s.f' (g Mn, Th U) systens thus

provides supplinentary evidence suppolting the present a:rgument of 1.s.f.

the Fe impurity sites in this systen.

Within the franework of the AndersottS4 ¡tSOf¡ nodel, an estinat-

ion of the width À of the virtual bound state can be obtained from the

following relation: - 
.-,. - . 

.". .

. Hi(Er) = r,# i "[' . -.'z(r¿;5¡l-l '' 's'tt

: Using the Hundrs rule value of <n) = S' !.= 2 and with Ni(Ep) fron

Table (3.5), the value of A is found to be 1'44 eV.

r Rivier and l'lachaughlin3S have nodified Equation (3.10) so as to

include the effects of localized spin fluctuations. In the loh' inpurity

cþncentration lirnit, a comparison of the treatment of these latter authors

with Equation (3.6) yields:- :::-
A. + Br'rolftJl%E*ri s.rz

---.
where J is the conduction el ectron- impulity coupling constant defined

previously and 5 is the modulus of the fluctuating inpurity I'spin". With

the vaLues listed in Table (3.5), lJl = 0.l5eV, and 5 = 2, (Hundrs rule),

the corresponding value of Tr¡ calculated from Equation (3-12) is about

700oK, h,hich is in reasonable good agreenent with the value we have deduced

prevíous ly .
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3,4 Sunnary

The resistivity of severâl dilute Ru Cr and Ru Fe alloys has

been ¡neasured between 1.45oK and 300oK'

In Ru Cr system, the incremental resistivity is tenperature

independent at tenperature below 30oK and from this we deduced that in the

Static Hartree Fock context, Cr irnpurities in Ru are non-nagnetic' At

higher temperatures, deviations from Matthiessens rule have been observed

and these can be fitted simply in tems of a "Two Current Model".

In the neaÌly isoelectronic Ru Fe system, a tenperature dependent

increnental resistívity A f (f¡ is observed. At temperatuÌe below 170oK,

Af ¡f) increases as T2, and less rapid at higher temperatuïe ' The origin

of this tneperature dependence is attTibuted to conduction electron scatter-

ing fron,[.s.f . at the inpurity sites, and the characteristic tenPerature Tsf

in the Ru Fe system is about 700oK. Anâlysis of the existing experimental

data on the depressíon of the superconductíng transition tenperature in Ru

by Fe impurities using Kaiserrs approach lends confirnatory evidence for

such an assignrnent. Furthermore, the initial depression of Tc in this

systern allows a rough estimate of T5¡ via the phenomeno log i cal expression

of Rivier and Machaughlin, this latter estimate agrees reasonably r't'ell with

that derived from our resistivity data,
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